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Summary
We propose a method of modeling panel time series data with both inter	 and intra	
individual correlation  and of 
tting an autoregressive model to such data Estimates
are obtained by a conditional likelihood argument If there are few observations in
each series  the estimates can be dramatically improved by Burg	type estimates tak	
ing edge eects into account The consequences of ignoring the intercorrelation term
are analysed Partial lack of consistency is demonstrated in this situation Moreover 
a break	even point is found for the strength of the intercorrelation  beyond which a
conventional estimate  ignoring correlation  will become increasingly inferior Asymp	
totic normality of estimators is established  and our results are illustrated on a real
data example  where it is seen that choosing the right type of estimate is of crucial
importance
Some key words  Autoregressive Burg	type estimates Intercorrelated Panel data
Time series

  Introduction
A quite general linear dynamic model for a panel of time series observations fX
 it
  i 
       n t         Tg is given by
X
 it

p
X
j
a
j
X
 it j
 
t
 
i
 
 
W
 it
 
 it

see eg Hsiao   p  Here t denotes time and i the individual series of the panel
Moreover  fW
 it
g is a possibly vector series of explanatory variables  
t
represents
eects over time inuencing all of the series  and similarly 
i
stands for individual
eects not taken care of by the explanatory variables Finally  f
 it
g are the error
terms assumed to be independent identically distributed iid  in all of the following
For some reason there seems to be a tradition for removing 
t
  thus ignoring the com	
mon eects over time and hence eectively the contribution of this term to the in	
tercorrelation across the panel For example  Diggle  Liang and Zeger  do not
include this term In Baltagi   which contains a recent survey of panel data
techniques  inter	individual correlation is only considered briey for regression models 
not for dynamic models The same is the case in Matyas and Sevestre  Hsiao
  whose chapter  is a primary source on dynamic models  in the last sentence
of the introduction to this topic writes that For ease of exposition  we assume that
the time speci
c eects  
t
  do not appear Similarly  a variable corresponding to 
t
is pointedly ignored in the basic paper by Holz	Eatkin et al   p 
We maintain that the neglect of intercorrelation implied by omitting 
t
can in many
instances not be justi
ed and may have severe consequences for panels originating 
in say  econometrics and biology We also believe that including 
t
is not a trivial
extension at the cost of somewhat more burdensome notation Some of the diculties
are indicated in the scarce literature on the subject We refer to Diggle and al Wasel
  p   who briey mention this point in a recent discussion on spectral analysis
of a panel of time series  and to the earlier papers by Brillinger    and
Bloom
eld et al   where common time eects are included

To focus more sharply at the intercorrelation eect  in this paper we look at the sim	
pli
ed model
X
 it

p
X
j
a
j
X
 it j
 
t
 
 it
 
It is important to understand this relatively simple situation before embarking on
models such as  The variables f
t
g are generally not assumed to be iid and can be
thought of as containing a common mean and also the inuence of possible explanatory
variables Of course  is the panel analogue of a univariate autoregressive time
series  whereas  represents the time series  regression situation
An illustrative example which can be modeled by   is depicted in Figure   which
shows the logarithms of the yearly catches of grey	sided voles over a period of  years at
 dierent locations of the island of Hokkaido Clearly the series are intercorrelated 
and the geographical area has been chosen so as to minimize individual variations
measured by 
i
in  from one catch site to another
Our primary concern in the present article lies in estimating the part of the dynamic
mechanism represented by the autoregressive parameters a

       a
p
 We are interested
in 
nding good estimates both as n   with T 
xed  and as T    with n 
xed
A related problem with T small T   has been treated briey by Cox and Solomon

We start with the 
rst order case  where a simple and robust estimate based on a
conditional likelihood argument is introduced in Section  The main thrust of the
paper is to be found in Sections    In section  it is shown that the conditional
maximum likelihood estimate can be dramatically improved by a Burg	type estimate
if T is small and n is large To our knowledge this type of estimate has not been used
before in a panel situation The consequences of ignoring the intercorrelation term 
t
is
analysed in Section   where a threshold is established for the intercorrelation  beyond
which a conventional estimate  ignoring 
t
  will be increasingly inferior Asymptotic
normality and an extension to the p	th order autoregressive case are given in Sections

 and  Finally  our results are briey illustrated on the biological catch data in
Section 
 A conditional maximum likelihood estimate
For clarity we 
rst restrict ourselves to p   in  Extensions to an arbitrary p
can be found in Section  For p   the model  is
X
 it
 aX
 it 
 
t
 
 it
 
We assume that observations fX
 it
g are available for i         n and t         T  
that the f
 it
g are iid with a density function f

  and that jaj   to guarantee stability
At the moment we make no assumptions about the sequence f
t
g other than it being
independent of f
 it
g A deterministic sequence f
t
g would also be allowed
With the lack of assumptions on f
t
g unconditional likelihood methods cannot be
employed Even if f
t
g were to consist of iid random variables  ordinary maximum
likelihood arguments cannot in general be used  since if T is small  the intercorrelation
introduced by f
t
g would not be consistently estimated Conditional on 
t
  however 
X
 it
and X
 jt
are independent for i  j  i  j         n Moreover  denoting by F

t
the 	algebra generated by f
s
  s  tg  by X
t
the vector given by X
 t
      X
 nt
 
and by using a standard Markov argument  the likelihood conditional on F

T
and the
starting value X

is given by
LX

      X
T
jX

 F

T
 
T
Y
t
n
Y
i
f

X
 it
 aX
 it 
 
t
 
It should be noted that the conditional density of fX

jF


 is dicult to evaluate 
since  under our general assumptions  fX
 it
g is not a stationary process for a 
xed i
If f

is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and variance 


  then
LX

      X
T
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
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
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 

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


n
X
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T
X
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X
 it
 aX
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 
t




We can now obtain a consistent estimate of a by letting either n or T   but not necessarily
both  tend to in
nity In fact  considering f

       
T
g to be nuisance parameters  and

maximising L with respect to a yields the estimator
a 
n
X
i
T 
X
t
X
 it
X
t
X
 it
X
t

n
X
i
T 
X
t
X
 it
X
t



where X
t
 n
 
P
n
i
X
 it
  t         T   for T   and n   Alternatively  if one
wants to avoid the Gaussian assumption  this can be looked at as a conditional least
squares estimate Much of the analysis in the sequel goes through if f
 it
g is an array
of iid random variables satisfying some weak moment conditions
By  
X
 it
X
t
 aX
 it 
X
t 
  
 it
 
t
with 
t
 n
 
P
i

 it
  and it follows that
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Y
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
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X
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
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where we have used the notation
Y
 it
 Y
 itn
 X
 it
X
t
and u
 it
 
 it
 
t
 
It is noted that a is robust in that it does not depend on 
t
 Moreover  it is seen from
 and the independence of the f
 it
  i         n t         Tg that E u
 it
  
and
E u
 it
u
 js
 

















 

n

  i  j  t  s


n



  i  j  t  s
  otherwise

Since jaj    fY
 it
g is a stationary process for i and n 
xed and
Y
 it


X
k
a
k
u
 it k
 

Using the properties of fu
 it
g  we have that E Y
 it
   and
E Y
 it
Y
 jt
 













Y







n
	
 a

  i  j


n



  a

  i  j
  
whereas for t 	 s we have E Y
 it
Y
 js
  a
t s
E Y
 it
Y
 jt
 This means that fY
t
g 
fY
 t
       Y
 nt
g constitutes a 
rst order vector autoregressive process when n is 
xed
Assuming E 

 it
   and using the above formulae  some trivial but tedious calcu	
lations yield
E
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nT  
n
X
i
T 
X
t
Y

 it
 

Y


   
as nT   Thus  using Chebyshevs inequality for the denominator of  
n
 
T  
 
P
n
i
P
T 
t
Y

 it


Y
   in probability as nT   Similar but simpler
calculations yield
E
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
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
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where 

 



  a

 is independent of n Consistency of a follows from 
Moreover  from    and  it is seen that as nT   
var a 
  a

n T  
 
If we let n   by the same argument the estimator
a
t

n
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X
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
n
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

would be a consistent estimator of a
t
in an autoregressive system
X
 it
 a
t
X
 it 
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t
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with a time	dependent autoregressive coecient a
t
 But for the model  

a


T  
 
P
T
t
a
t
would in general be inferior to a  since the latter would work well

also for n small but nT big Finally  if T    with some slight abuse of notation 
the estimator
a
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i
in an autoregressive system
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i
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with autoregressive coecients varying from one series to another and with X
 i

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P
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t
X
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and X
 i
 T  
 
P
T 
t
X
 it

 An improved estimator for small T
For the data example mentioned in the introduction  T and n are of about the same
size However  quite often in a panel situation there are many short series Cox and
Solomon  for example  discuss panels of time series each consisting of  observations In
such situations it is possible to 
nd a radical improvement of the conditional maximum
likelihood estimator a
For ease of computation  in this section the array of variables f
 it
g will be assumed to
be Gaussian  but it will become clear from the derivations that this assumption can be
replaced by some appropriate moment conditions All of the simulations in this paper
have been carried out with a Gaussian random number generator
The reason that a can be improved for T small and n large  is that it is slightly
unbalanced at the ends of the data sample Looking at the expression  for a  it is
seen that in the sum in the numeratorX
 i
andX
 iT
appear once  whilstX
 is
    s 
T  appear twice On the other hand in the denominator X
 is
    s  T  appear
twice  whereas X
 iT
does not appear This eect is present also for the corresponding
conditional likelihood given X

 estimator in the single time series case  and it is
sometimes corrected for by using a so	called Burg	type estimator cf Robinson and

Treitel   appendix 	  where
P
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
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 The panel analogue would be given by
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Re	introducing the Y
 it
	 and u
 it
	notation  corresponding to  we have
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In univariate time series analysis only the term corresponding to
 
A

contributes to
the asymptotic analysis as T    In the panel case  as n     both
 
A

and
 
A

contribute First  as for a it is not dicult to prove that as n    
 
B   




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
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A
i
    i     in probability Using a Taylor expansion argument it
follows that
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Here  using 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Using the Gaussian assumption on f
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Similarly  with t  T and s   in   and using    and the independence
of fu
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  k  g from Y
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we obtain
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It follows from  and  that for i  j the terms of  cancel up to order
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Finally  for the covariance term E 
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Using 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  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 with t  T and s  t 
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Inserting    and E 
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Table  shows  for various combinations of T   n and a  the simulated value
nT  
d
var a
B
 and the ratio
d
var a
B

var a
B
  where var a
B
 is given by  It
is seen that  results in a slight under	estimation for n    but this eect has
all but disappeared for n  
By  and   as n  
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If T is allowed to increase  var a
B

var a    whereas for T small and jaj large  a
B
is much better than a For T    for example 
var a
B

var a
   a

as n    The asymptotic relationship  stands in startling contrast to tra	
ditional univariate time series analysis  where T typically is so large that the Burg
estimator and the conditional likelihood estimator very nearly have the same variance
In Figure   a
B
and a are compared for T   and n   The simulated mean
square error is given in Table   where we also see that the ratio
d
MSEa
B


d
MSE a

is close to the ratio var a
B

var a given by  The simulated bias squared is
typically of order 
 
  so the mean square error is practically equal to the variance
here It is seen that a can be accurately estimated with only  observations for each of
the series of the panel We also note from Figure  that for jaj    jaj 	  in some
cases On the other hand  an application of the Schwarz inequality in  and some
simple algebra show that a
B
  always
 Ignoring intercorrelation consequences and a break
even point
If it is assumed that the time series fX
 it
g  i         are independent  so that 
simpli
es to
X
 it
 aX
 it 
 b 
 it
  
where b is a constant into which a possible non	zero mean has been absorbed  then the
need to condition on F

T
in  disappears  and the conditional likelihood given X

is
LX

      X
T
jX

 
T
Y
t
n
Y
i
f

X
 it
 aX
 it 
 b
The corresponding conditional maximum likelihood estimator of a is given by
 a 
n
X
i
T 
X
t
X
 it
X

X
 it
X


n
X
i
T 
X
t
X
 it
X




with X
j
 n
 
T  
 
P
n
i
P
T 
t
X
 itj
  j     Arguing as in Section    a is
consistent under the model  as nT   and
var  a 
 a

nT  
 
For a small T it can be improved at the edges as in Section   resulting in an estimator
 a
B
analogous to a
B
 Note that under  an alternative way of proceeding would be
to replace  a by the unconditional maximum likelihood estimate obtained by including
the marginal distribution of X

in the likelihood maximization

Whereas a and a
B
are consistent under  and the more general model  including
intercorrelation  this is not so for  a and  a
B
 Indeed  assuming that  is true  from
 we obtain
 a  a

nT  
n
X
i
T 
X
t
X
 it
X


 it
 

 

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T 
X
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t
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


nT  
n
X
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T 
X
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X
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X
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
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
where 

 n
 
T  
 
P
n
i
P
T 
t

 it
and 

 T  
 
P
T 
t

t
 For a 
xed
T   the term T 
 
P
t
X
t
X


t


 will not converge to zero in probability
as n     and even if T tends to in
nity  it is not unproblematic to analyse 
unless further assumptions are made about f
t
g to obtain stationarity of fX
 it
g
One may argue that the situations represented by  and  are too simple  and
that the inconsistency of  a under  is of minor practical importance  as typically
more complicatedmodels tend to be used However  for the entirely general model  
if 
t
is omitted ! as it usually is ! the estimates of  a

        a
p
conventionally employed
see eg Hsiao   Ch  would generally not be consistent unless 
t
 constant
For example  the much used dierencing technique yields a p	th order autoregressive
model for the dierences Z
 it
 X
 it
X
 it 
 
Z
 it

p
X
j
a
j
Z
 it 
 
t
 
t 
 
 it
 
 it 
 
 
W
 it
W
 it 

Estimators of a

       a
p
analogous to those de
ned in Hsiao   Ch  would not
be consistent as n    for T 
xed if intercorrelation is present  whereas estimators
analogous to a in Section   based on conditional likelihood arguments  would
Coming back to the simpler picture presented by  and   we will introduce
assumptions on f
t
g so that  a is consistent under  as T   One reason this is
of interest  is that as T   for n 
xed  according to   var  a 
n
 
T  
 
  a

 under model   whereas from   as T   for n 
xed 
var a  n  
 
T  
 
  a

 which holds both under  and  Thus if
the series fX
 it
g  i         are independent  as T   
var  a
var a

n 
n

and for small n   a would be distinctly preferable to a Of course var  a
B
  var  a
and var a
B
  var a in this case A natural question is can  a be better than a also
when intercorrelation is present  and if so  when"
The needed assumptions on 
t
to obtain consistency of  a as T    under  are
quite restrictive in fact the 
t
	variables should be iid  It is not sucient that f
t
g
is stationary  because if f
t
g is autocorrelated   a would be a consistent estimator of
corr X
 it
 X
 it 
 but not of a Depending on ones point of view the restriction
to iid variables may be quite serious A recent development within multiple time
series modeling concerns so	called factor models Forni and Reichlin   where much
emphasis is put on a stationary analogue of f
t
g describing common dynamics due to
external economic factors
Assuming in addition that the variables f
t
g has a 
nite second moment and iterating
in   we obtain corresponding to  
X
 it


X
k
a
k

t k
 
 it k
 
Using that f
t
g and f
 it
g   i          are independent sequences of iid variables  it
follows at once that
E X
 it
    a
 
E 
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  
var X
 it
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and consequently
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 
Moreover  for t 	 s  cov X
 it
 X
 js
  a
t s
cov X
 it
 X
 jt

Using the above formulae and   it is not dicult to show that  a is consistent under
 as T    under the added assumption that 	th moments exist Furthermore 
we are in a position to address the question of the relative eciency of a and  a as
T   De
ning
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we can write 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and using a Taylor expansion argument  as T   
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E
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o
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Inserting in   it follows that
var  a  var  a
B
 
  a

f  n 

g
nT  

and comparing to   which is valid irrespective of whether intercorrelation is
present or not 
var  a
var a

var  a
B

var a
B


f  n  

gn 
n

as T   It is seen that   
n   marks a threshold such that asymptotically
as T   
var  a  var a if and only if  

n 
 
Since  can be estimated consistently as T    this gives a simple rule for choosing
between  a and a when T is large When T is small  a  or rather a
B
  should always be
preferred due to the lack of consistency of  a and  a
B
in this case

In Figure  and Table   a
B
and  a
B
are compared for n    for which  is always
ful
lled  and n   For nT   the simulated bias squared is of order 
 	
 
so the simulated mean square errors are practically equal to the simulated variances 
and they are very close to the theoretical values given by  and   which for
nT   are given in parentheses in Table 
At the break	even point   
n the simulated variance of both  a
B
and a
B
should
be close to var a
B
 given by  Table  shows that this is indeed the case In
the table simulated results are compared to  for n     and   nT  
and a   Even though these are asymptotic results  they seem to hold for T quite
small  as can be seen from Table  However  the bias of  a
B
is typically about three
times that of a
B
 For T large the bias squared is small compared to the variance  but
for T small it is substantial for  a
B

For T large and n     a and  a
B
should always be used However  from  and
 it is clear that as n is increasing  there is almost nothing to gain by using  a and
 a
B
  but there is a lot to lose in the intercorrelated case In Figure  and Table    a
B
is compared to a
B
for n   and     which gives var  a
B

var a
B
   in
 From Figure  we also see that  a
B
is biased  and for T small the bias is severe
This is not surprising in view of the inconsistency of  a for T small Similar results
can be expected for the more general model  for estimates that do not take the
intercorrelation eect into account
 Asymptotic distribution
If T is allowed to tend to in
nity  strong mixing arguments can be used to prove
asymptotic normality for both a and  a  with no assumptions on f
t
g in the case of a
If T is 
xed  and n tends to in
nity  the problem can be reduced to the central limit
theorem for iid random variables  as will now be shown
We shall start with the estimator a Since the denominator of  converges to 

in

probability as n   it is enough to consider the numerator
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Comparing with   it is seen that Y
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 Z
t
and hence
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due to the independence assumption on the array f
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g On the other hand  by
standard arguments 
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and it follows that it is sucient to consider

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n
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where the random variables fD
T
 D
T
    g are independent  and the asymptotic nor	
mality of a then follows by an application of the ordinary central limit theorem on
fD
iT
  i        g

A similar reduction to iid random variables can be achieved for the estimator a
B
 By
 and the above  it is sucient to look at the term
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by the independence and zero	mean properties of the array fZ
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 On the other hand
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and hence the dominating term of the numerator
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and the asymptotic normality of a
B
follows from an application of the ordinary central
limit theorem to the sequence of independent random variables fF
iT
  i        g A
simulation experiment  illustrating the distributional results for T    is presented in
Figure 
 The autoregressive model of order p
We start by writing  in vector notation
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Introducing Y
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To obtain an expression for the covariance matrix #
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and 
v
is a pdimensional vector having  as its 
rst entry and zeros otherwise As	
suming that the characteristic polynomial z
p

P
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a
i
z
p i
has its zeros inside the unit
circle  it follows by  that
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By      and a reasoning analogous to that of Section  we have
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If T is small  again it is advantageous to use Burg	type estimates In the univariate time
series case the Burg	type estimates are built up recursively cf Robinson and Treitel
  appendix 	 The analogy in the panel case is given by a
 
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a
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
As T     a
B
and a have the same properties For a small T   when a
B
is of most
interest  it is dicult to compute the covariance matrix cov a
B
 in analogy to 
directly from the above recursive formulae The Burg	type estimate can be derived
nonrecursively as the conditional least squares estimate resulting from minimizing a
combined forecast and hindsight error  and from this representation it is at least in
principle possible to 
nd an asymptotic expression for cov a
B
 Here we will satisfy
ourselves by presenting some simulations at the end of the section

Next we introduce the estimate  a
 
  a

        a
p
 corresponding to  a of  We de
ne
 a
 


nT  p
n
X
i
T 
X
tp
X
 it
X

x
 it
 x


 





nT  p
n
X
i
T 
X
tp
x
 it
 x

x
 it
 x


 



 

with X

 n
 
T  p
 
P
n
i
P
T 
tp
X
 it
and x

 n
 
T  p
 
P
n
i
P
T 
tp
x
 it

Inserting from  
 a
 
 a
 


nT  p
n
X
i
T 
X
tp

t
 

 
 it
 

x
 it
 x


 





nT  p
n
X
i
T 
X
tp
x
 it
 x

x
 it
 x


 



 

Assuming that the f
t
g are iid   we have as T   
#
x
 cov x
 it
  E x
 it
 x

x
 it
 x


 
 


 




X
k
A
k

m
A
k

 
so that #
x
 


 


#



 Moreover  using the same reasoning as in Section   for
i  j 
E
n
x
 it
 x

x
 jt
 x


 
o
 



X
k
A
k

m
A
k

 
 #
x
and hence as T   
cov  a 

nT  p
#
 
x
n



 


#
x
 n 


#
x
o
#
 
x




 


#
 
x
f  n 

g
nT  p




#
 
f  n  

g
nT  p
 
Comparing  and   we get the same cross	over point at   
n   as for
p   in Section  This holds both for Burg and non	Burg estimates as the asymptotics
are the same as T    For a 
nite T it is checked for the non	Burg estimates by
simulation experiments in Table   which is based on  realizations of the model
X
 it
 X
 it 
 X
 it 
 X
 it 

 X
 it 
 X
 it 
 
t
 
 it

with T   and T  

As in the 
rst order autoregressive case  the Burg	type estimators  a
B
and a
B
have less
mean square error when T is small Figure  shows the empirical distribution function
for  a
B

   a
B

and  a
B


de
ned in analogy with  	   with Y
 it
and Y
 it
replaced by X
 it
X

and X
 it
X

  respectively  for dierent values of  and the
corresponding non	Burg estimators  a

   a

and  a


given by  lines with bullets in
the uncorrelated case The model used is
X
 it
 X
 it 
 X
 it 

 
t
 
 it

with T   and n   The poor behavior for  	  is of course due to the
inconsistency of the  a	estimates in this situation
 A real data example
We end by taking a closer look at the grey	sided vole data depicted in Figure   which
contains n   series  each consisting of T   observations There are indications
of a weak nonlinearity in the data  so that our results  using linear models  are approx	
imate Looking at the plots of Figure   there are clear signs of intercorrelation We
have estimated the intercorrelation  by
  
n 
X
i
n
X
ji
T
X
t
X
 it
X
 i
X
 jt
X
 j

n 
X
i
n
X
ji
 
T
X
t
X
 it
X
 i


T
X
t
X
 jt
X
 j




  
where X
 i
 T
 
P
t
X
 it
 Another alternative is to take the average of the ordinary
correlation between all possible pairs of series This average correlation was computed
to  In any case the estimated value of  is very much larger than the threshold
value of   
n    
    which means that we put considerable more
trust in the estimates a and a
B
developed in Section  than in the estimates  a and  a
B
described in Section 
We have assumed that the order of the autoregressive model is known in this paper
For a real data set the order must be determined  but we will postpone the systematic
investigation of an order determination procedure to a later publication If we assume

that the observations follow a 
rst  second or third order model  respectively  the
corresponding coesient estimates are given in Table  In the 
rst order case the
 $ estimated con
dence intervals are given as well These are obtained by using
 and  with a and  replaced by estimated values For the variance of a
and  a we get  and   respectively The con
dence interval for a is more
reliable than that of  a  because the latter is based on  which requires T to be large
and f
t
g to consist of iid variables Since T is not very small  we cannot expect Burg
type estimators a
B
and  a
B
to be very dierent from a and  a  and this is com
rmed by
Table  But whether we use  a or a very de
nitely makes a dierence  which suggests
that care should be exercised in the choice of autoregressive coecient estimates in a
panel situation
We have estimated the common eect process 
t
by
 
t
 X
t
 a

X
t 
 a

X
t 
 a


X
t 


There are only      observations available to judge the properties of  
t
  but
computing the autocorrelation of  
t
does suggest that this process may be autocorre	
lated  which gives one more reason for prefering a to  a  as the former is not sensitive
to the properties of f
t
g  whereas the latter requires f
t
g to be iid in order for it to be
consistent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Figure captions
Figure  The 
gure shows logX
 it
  where fX
 it
  i           t         g
is the number of grey	sided voles trapped each year from  to  in  dierent
locations in Hokkaido  Japan
Figure  The 
gure is based on  realisations of model  with n    T   

t
  and 


  It shows the empirical distribution function of a
B
and a for dierent
values of the coecient a
Figure   The 
gure is based on  realisations of model  with a   and
dierent combinations of n and T  It shows the empirical distribution function of a
B
and of  a
B
for      and  The simulated means are drawn in as vertical bars
Figure  The 
gure is based on  realisations of model  with n    a  
and    It shows for dierent values of T the empirical distribution function of
 a
B
and a
B
 The simulated means are drawn in as vertical bars
Figure  The 
gure is based on N   realisations of model  with T   
a   and    It shows for dierent values of n a density estimate of a and of a
B
thick lines  compared to the N     

	density  where   and  

is the simulated mean
and variance of a and a
B
  respectively A kernel estimator with bandwidth h   N
 
is used
Figure  The 
gure is based on  realisations of model  with n   and
T   It shows for i       the empirical distribution function of  a
B
i
for   
thick lines     and     and of  a
i
lines with bullets for   
Table captions
Table  The table is based on  realisations of model  with 
t
  and 


 
It shows for dierent values of a  n and T the simulated value nT  
d
var a
B
 and 
in parentheses  the ratio
d
var a
B

var a
B
 where var a
B
 is given by 

Table  The table is based on the same simulations as Figure  It shows the simu	
lated mean square errors of a
B
and of a  the ratio between them  and the asymptotic
ratio between the variances of a
B
and a given by 
Table   The table is based on the same simulations as Figure  It shows the
simulated mean square errors of  a
B
and a
B
 For nT   the last decimals of
the asymptotic variance of  a
B
given by   and of a
B
given by  are given in
parentheses
Table  The table is based on  realisations of model  with a   and
nT   It shows the simulated variance of  a
B
and a
B
compared to the asymptotic
variance of a
B
for dierent values of  and n For the three 
rst columns    
n
Table  The table is based on  realisations of model  with a  
Table  The table is based on the same simulations as Figure 
Table  The table is based on  realisations of model  For the three 
rst
rows of each part of the table    
n  
Table  The table shows dierent estimates of the coecients in an ARp approxi	
mation p       to the log	transformed grey	sided vole data of Figure  For p  
the estimated  $ con
dence limits are shown

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